Ref: 84/M/2021-2022 dated 8th May, 2021
Shri Narendra Modi Ji
Hon’ble Prime Minster
Government of India
Prime Minster’s Office
South Block,
New Delhi-110001

Resected Sir
Sub: Anormal Delay- Highway projects, Central Vista Projects and other Prestigious
Infrastructure projects under direct monitoring of PMO.- Non availability of TMT (steel)
Ref: Our Letter with No. 362/ D/ 2020-21 dated 10 Dec 2020.

At the outset, we would like to place our great appreciation on the positive and concrete steps
taken by your good self to combat the raging Covid-19 pandemic. We are with you in these testing
times
Vide our above referred letter we have apprised you that The Builders Association of India
(BAI) is the apex All-India body of engineering construction contractors and real estate companies
founded in the year 1941 with more than 20,000 business entities as its members through nearly 200
chapters across the country. The association is a registered body established with the objective of
encouraging trade, industry and profession of construction works and all other ancillary and allied
trades and industries amongst others.
Further in this letter we have brought to your kind attention that due to non-availability
/ inordinate delay in supply of TMT bars (Steel) and very abnormal increase in the prices of
TMT bars (Steel) is causing a delay in the highway projects, central vista projects and other
infrastructure projects under direct monitoring of PMO.
As you are already aware, unhappy over delayed 888 highway projects which amount to Rs
3.15 lakh crore, a parliamentary panel has asked Ministry of Road Transport and Highways to
prioritise their completion instead of announcing new projects. This committee has further noted that
Delays in completion of ongoing road projects causes a huge loss of time and greater consumption
of fuel to countless number of road users across the country, besides the putting a stress on the budget
of the government.
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-2One of the major reason of this delay is the abnormal increase in prices of TMT bars (Steel)
which is being attributable to the formation of an unhealthy and illegal cartel among the major steel
producers.
The increase in prices is not all logical and difficult to understand as every major steel
company has its own iron ore mines & there has been no increase in labour & power costs.
With this increase in prices of steel as explained above, these said projects are getting delayed.
Because of delay in the project, project cost indices are increasing thus increasing the cost of the
project. This increase in the project cost has to be borne by the government thus impacting all the
stakeholders.
Why should greed and aim to personally profit by illegal means by these steel producing
companies affect the development of the nation is the moot issue right now.
We are aware that you leading an above board, transparent and very capable administration
and you will not tolerate such dis honest means by these steel companies.
In various areas and industries you have already taken key measures to reduce price gaps
between wholesalers and retailers, have eliminated the exploitation in the market and have eliminated
stockpiling and speculation, as well as making the monitoring system more efficient.
We expect the same towards our sincere plea. Due to your kind involvement, some actions
like the Competition Commission of India (CCI) launching a probe against steel companies for
forming a cartel to increase prices consistently over the last 7-8 months have already been
taken but the measures are too slow and have not yielded the expected result.
Therefore more strict and suitable measures are to be taken to control this abnormal
price increase. We once again request your kind intervention so that things can be corrected
urgently. We also request you to look into appointment of a regulator for cement and steel
sector.
We also seek an audience with your kind good self to explain more on the issues faced by the
construction industry as such and also as how we can be of assistance in this difficult time of Covid
19 pandemic.
Looking forward to a positive step towards our sincere request.
Yours faithfully,

R.N Gupta
President
Builders Association of India
Mobile.98100 11139

